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Alpine Skiing & Snowboarding
Nordic/Cross-Country Skiing
Mountain Biking
Paddleboarding & Kayaking
Water Sports - Water skiing, wake
boarding, wake surfing, & more
Military, Active Duty & Veteran  
 Days 

Program Highlights
Getting to Know You
Clayton Fox, Board Chair

  Hello, friends of DREAM!  As we prepare to turn the
calendar to 2022, I couldn't be more thankful to have
spent another year in such a wonderful and caring
community. For many of us, we've had to lean on
others and lift each other up more than ever before.  

 Relationships whether new or long-standing, weave together to create the
fabric of our homes, offices, businesses, and society as a whole. The past
year and a half has truly highlighted the importance of local connections.
  DREAM consistently partners with other like-minded organizations and
businesses to promote the value of inclusive outdoor recreation. Together,
we are able to break down barriers and offer more opportunities for
community members to experience the great outdoors. Current projects
include increasing accessibility on local dirt trails, riverways, and in and
around city pathways and parks. Our community is responding in a big way
to let us know that inclusivity and access are a priority. 
  You, our extended family, have provided critical support this past year to
serve more than 230 individuals with disabilities, plus their family
members, totaling more than 950 opportunities. We currently serve this
volume only because our capacity places the ceiling, which is something
on our hearts, minds, and in our future plans to address.  
  We are extremely grateful for your dedication to and excitement for our
mission. I look forward to getting to know more of you in the year ahead.

960 winter and summer lessons
& opportunities for 233 unique
participants age five and older

163  lessons & opportunities for
Military Veterans & Active Duty
Service Members 

4,178 donated hours from 120
volunteers...THANK YOU!

Our Programs



We are so thrilled that Liz joined our
crew. She invested her time and talents
into learning about our adaptive
equipment, earning her PSIA Level 1
instructor certification, and taught over
30 ski lessons in the 20-21 season! 

Summer 
Volunteer Award:

VOLUNTEER 
Highlights

Kim Solem
Kim was an integral part of our Nordic
Ski program, Alpine Ski Program, and
obtained her PSIA Level 1 Alpine and
Adaptive Certifications last winter.

Winter 
Volunteer Award:

Nicole Fairclough
Nicole was all-in for DREAM this past
summer! She was an invaluable part
of our mountain bike, paddle, and
water sports programming, often
volunteering multiple times a week.

Rookie Award:
Liz Winters

Thoughtful Growth Julie Tickle, Executive Director
  Bzzz! Bzzz! Do you hear it? That’s the buzz around the town of people
talking about DREAM and our empowering services. Most of us live and
work here because of the direct access to the outdoors. When people
learn that DREAM exists, there is an instant connection to our mission
because of the importance that outdoor recreation plays in our own lives.
  When I moved into the Executive Director role three years ago, the
untapped potential for DREAM was very apparent.  I stripped back the
life-changing layers that had been built over the past 30+ years and took
stock of the amazing success. It was clear that the backbone of DREAM
was our dedicated volunteer team. For over 25 years, the organization
operated as a volunteer run-program. 
  Through the early decades, DREAM led advocacy and access initiatives
started an adaptive ski program at Big Mountain, and eventually broke
into summer with a week-long watersports program. In recent years,
DREAM has added paddle boarding, kayaking, watersports skills sessions,
mountain biking, Nordic skiing, Military Veteran programs, and soon-to-be
rafting, floating, and fishing. Whew! We do all of this currently with 2.5
full-time staff members and a crew of nearly 150 volunteers.
  Demand for our group programs and individual lessons is at an all-time
high, and we don’t see it slowing anytime soon. We feel strongly that
everyone should have access to all the benefits outdoor recreation has to
offer and are committed to furthering that in the Flathead Valley.
However, we approach our growth with a keen eye on ensuring we can
provide quality and safe programs that we are proud of. The energizing
buzz around town is occurring because we are approaching this new
chapter with great thoughtfulness; placing an emphasis on hiring
experienced staff, pouring a massive amount of resources into supporting
and training our volunteers, obtaining state of the art equipment,
partnering with professionals in our community, and looking ahead with
purpose.
  In addition to our controlled growth strategy, we are also looking at our
programming in a more holistic sense. We are supporting local adaptive
athletes in obtaining funding for their own adaptive equipment when
ready. We are partnering with the Forest Service, National Parks Service,
City and State entities, and other non-profits to ensure that the places we
love are accessible and inclusive to the highest degree. It’s amazing what
can be accomplished when we all work together! 
  It truly takes a village to provide inclusive adaptive services, outreach,
and advocacy initiatives at little or no cost to participants and our greater
community. Our gracious donors and supporters keep our programs afloat
by covering our expanding operating expenses, volunteering precious
time and so much more. As the buzz around town continues, we urge you
to find your place in our rich history and exciting future!
  On behalf of our whole team, we thank you for your incredible support.  
  Happy Holidays! 



SSAVE THE DATE!AVE THE DATE!

Thank you to our dedicated
Board of Directors

     Clayton Fox, President
     David Sandler, Secretary
     Sylvia Lundquist, Treasurer (outgoing)
     Jeffra Clough
     Bryan George
     Jerry Mahugh
     AJ Spear
     Lucas Stacy
     Kellie Trudgeon

Staff
Julie Tickle, Executive Director
Kate McLaughlin, Ops. Specialist
Madeline Westbrook, Program Mgr.

Learn More:
www.dreamadaptive.org/events

The Snow Ball Fundraiser

@ The Lodge at Whitefish Lake

Dinner, Live Music, Amazing Auctions

At this time, this event is planned to be
in-person. This decision is subject to

change based on the current status of
COVID-19 leading up to the event.

March 4th, 2022

Community Connection
Military Veteran Programs

Fostering Freedom and Fun

@dreamadaptivemontana
Follow Us!

  "I wanted to slow down and enjoy my life, to see
what I could see and do what I could do. That was
my goal, and DREAM helped me get there." 

Russ has always had a passion for the great
outdoors. After falling in love with all Montana
could offer on a summer road trip, Russ joined
DREAM shortly after moving to the Flathead
Valley from New Jersey.  He knew that his
declining vision and hearing would make it
increasingly difficult to recreate on his own.
  An avid participant of the snowboarding program, Russ has hit the slopes
with the same volunteer, Brian Luke, for four seasons. When talking of his
experiences, what Russ recalled most fondly was seeing the beaming faces
of other participants and volunteers coming off the mountain from their
lessons, describing that, in itself, as priceless. In the summer, Russ enjoys
wakeboarding with the watersports program.
  Russ attributes much of his appreciation for DREAM to the sense of
community created through the bonds you can make with participants
and volunteers alike. The compassion and shared dedication are what
keep him coming back season after season.

  Did you know that Montana is one of a handful of states whose per-capita
veteran population exceeds 10%?  We all have an important role to fill in
ensuring that our Military Veterans have opportunities to reintegrate and
find connections within the community once they return from service.  
   DREAM works closely with the Kalispell and Great Falls Vets Centers as
well as many other local Veteran-focused organizations to ensure there are
opportunities for Montana Vets to recreate outside year-round.  Never has
mental health and physical activity been so important for this deserving
population.  In 2021,  36 Veterans plus family members participated in our
wide array of events.  We are thrilled to announce that through the US
Dept. of Veteran Affairs-VA Adaptive Sports Grant, DREAM has received
over $70,000 to facilitate our Military programs in 2022.

Athlete Spotlight: Russ Fuller



Double-Black Diamond Supporters

PO Box 4084
Whitefish, MT 59937

Support DREAM 
at any level

www.dreamadaptive.org/donate 
PO Box 4084

Whitefish, MT 59937

Lesar Family 
Foundation

The Burris Family

The Tracy
Foundation

John & Sarah
Graves


